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a b s t r a c t
Validating image analysis pipelines and training machine-learning segmentation algorithms require
images with known features. Synthetic images can be used for this purpose, with the advantage that
large reference sets can be produced easily. It is however essential to obtain images that are as realistic
as possible in terms of noise and resolution, which is challenging in the field of microscopy. We describe
ConfocalGN, a user-friendly software that can generate synthetic microscopy stacks from a ground truth
(i.e. the observed object) specified as a 3D bitmap or a list of fluorophore coordinates. This software can
analyze a real microscope image stack to set the noise parameters and directly generate new images of
the object with noise characteristics similar to that of the sample image. With a minimal input from the
user and a modular architecture, ConfocalGN is easily integrated with existing image analysis solutions.
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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1. Motivation and significance
Fluorescence microscopy is widely used in the bioscience community to observe biological sample. Methods such as light sheet
microscopy and confocal microscopy are favored due to their good
spatial resolution and high contrast compared to conventional
widefield microscopy. However, these methods still suffer from the
diffraction limit, detector shot noise, background fluorescence, tagging heterogeneity and fluorophore stochasticity [1,2]. Moreover,
the resolution is anisotropic, and typically several times worse in
the direction of the optical axis compared to the other directions
for a confocal microscope. All these effects limit our ability to infer
the shape of an object observed through the microscope.
Image analysis is the standard approach to extract information
from microscopy data. It usually involves image processing, such
as background subtraction and removal [3], or deconvolution [4,5].
Additional steps can perform segmentation or directly attempt
to reconstruct the objects using a variety of techniques, such as
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model-based analysis, feature classification [6–9], etc. Image analysis tools tend to include elaborate pipelines with adjustable parameters and for this reason can introduce artifacts with possibly
systematic bias [10], that may remain unnoticed. It is thus essential
to assess the quality of the analysis procedure, and this can be
done by running the analysis pipeline with synthetic images, for
which the ground truth (‘‘digital phantom’’ [11]) is known. In fluorescence microscopy, this ground truth should ideally be the list
of fluorophore coordinates and their intensity, or the geometry of
the object under scrutiny. However, most published image analysis
pipelines are not systematically validated, perhaps because existing synthetic image generators are difficult to use or insufficiently
known. This prompted us to develop an easily accessible software
allowing the generation of synthetic microscopy images.
To simulate a confocal image, one needs to convolve the ground
truth with the point spread function (PSF) of the microscope,
adding noise both before and after convolution, according to the
nature of the different sources of noise. The PSF used for this
simulation can be either predicted from the optical path using
tools such as Huygens or Icy/Fiji PSF Generator [12], or measured
from experimental images using programs such as Huygens or
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• Reproduce the noise properties and signal-to-noise ratio
obtained experimentally

Fig. 1. Flow chart of ConfocalGN.

Mosaic [13]. Different sources of noise can be simulated bottom up
: detector sensitivity, shot noise [14] and background noise [15].
Generally the operation involves the convolution of different types
of distributions with the PSF, which can be computed analytically
only in idealized experimental conditions [16].
Several software allow the generation of simulated image from
a known PSF and/or known noise sources, including DeconvolutionLab2 [17], Huygens professional, BlurLab [18], and SMEAGOL
for single-particle tracking [19]. Some software offer very advanced functionality, perhaps at the price of operative simplicity,
code modularity or re-usability. We offer ConfocalGN, a userfriendly, modular and well documented software allowing the
generation of realistic synthetic confocal images, that can be readily expanded to other kinds of microscopy. All the necessary operations are performed by MATLAB core functions, requiring no
toolbox. It offers in particular the possibility to automatically calibrate the level of noise from an existing microscopy image. Thus
requiring very little input, ConfocalGN can readily be used without
specialist knowledge.
2. Software functionalities
ConfocalGN uses a top-down approach. It aims at generating
realistic synthetic microscopy images with minimal input from its
user. The input is organized in three fields, Fig. 1:

• The ground truth, provided as a high resolution image or as
a list of 3D fluorophore coordinates.

• The microscope characteristics : PSF and voxel size.
• The noise distribution and mean signal value, provided either as numeric values or extracted automatically from a
(real) sample image.
With this input specified, ConfocalGN will automatically generate a synthetic microscopy image without additional user intervention. ConfocalGN is a modular program and the different steps
that are necessary to generate images (Fig. 1) are performed by
separate routines that are all included within the distribution :

• Generate a ground truth image from a set of fluorophore
coordinates

• Extract background noise properties and mean signal value
from a (real) microscopy image

• Convolve a ground truth image with a PSF
• Extract a confocal stack from the convolved image

The PSF can be approximated by a Gaussian, which is usually
quite accurate for a confocal microscope [20], or can be an image
provided by the user. ConfocalGN does not provide a mean to
compute the parameters of the PSF, but this task can be done
with Huygens, PSF generator, PSF lab, etc. [12,21]. By default, the
synthetic noise is generated using a gamma distribution, which
is a good approximation of reality [16], but Poisson and Gaussian
noise are supported. We limited ourselves to a uniform description
of the image background for simplicity, since a spatially variable
background cannot be generic enough for all kinds of samples and
experimental setups.
While the software is focused on confocal microscopy, its ability
to use a generic PSF makes it ready to simulate other kinds of
microscopy, such as light sheet. The ability to extract noise and
signal information from a (real) microscopy image streamlines the
process of image generation. ConfocalGN can easily be modified to
alter the segmentation function, the nature and uniformity of the
background, or the convolution method.
3. Software architecture
ConfocalGN relies on a set of MATLAB-implemented functions
that can be scripted (as in cgn_example.m) or called from the
user’s image analysis pipeline. The main function is
1

confocal_generator (truth ,conf , sample )

Here truth.img specifies the ground truth as a MATLAB matrix or the path to a TIFF file, and truth.pix is the physical
size of a ground truth pixel. The ground truth can also be given
as truth.source, the coordinates of the fluorophores (either
a matlab matrix or the path to the file containing the coordinates). In this case, truth.img and truth.pix are generated
using make_ground_truth. By default, truth.img is a gray
level image, i.e. a matrix of doubles or floats, but it can also be
provided as a binary image in order to test image segmentation
algorithms. truth.img should be of high resolution, so that one
confocal voxel contains a large number of truth pixels. The second
argument conf should contain two fields. conf.pix is a 3 ×
1 vector specifying for each dimension the size of one confocal
voxel (in physical units, such as nanometers). conf.psf can be
either an image, to be convolved with the ground truth image, or
a 3 × 1 vector specifying for each dimension the spread of the
PSF in physical units, in the case where the PSF is Gaussian. The
last argument, sample contains the noise and signal information
: either a sample (real) microscopy image sample.pix or the
signal and noise characteristics sample.sig and sample.noise.
Then, confocal_generator calls generate_stacks to create
the synthetic image.
Image parameters estimation. Typically, sample.pix should be
a real microscopy image, from which get_img_params extracts
the signal and noise characteristics. sample.noise is a 3 × 1
vector containing the moments of the background voxel values
distribution, and sample.sig is the mean value of signal pixels.
To extract these values, sample is segmented using the procedure
specified in provide_image_mask. This can only be performed
if the segmentation is good enough to not significantly bias the
background pixel distribution. In other cases, the user can also
directly specify sample.noise and sample.sig instead of providing sample.img.
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Stack generation. The routine generate_stacks first convolves
truth with the PSF using the function convolve_with_psf.
From this convolved high-resolution image, the voxel values of
the simulated image stack are extracted by reading the intensity
at the voxel position. Noise then needs to be added to reproduce
the experimental signal-to-background ratio Sn∗ = S ∗ /B∗ , with
S ∗ = sample.sig (the mean signal value) and B∗ is the first element
of sample.noise (the mean background value).
Stack parameters estimation. The noiseless synthetic confocal
stack is segmented using get_img_params to estimate the mean
intensity of the signal voxels S and of the background voxels B.
Noise distribution generation. We generate a multiplicative noise
array px_noise from sample.noise, the desired moments of the
background voxels. According to sample.noise, we use either a
Poisson, Gaussian, or a gamma distribution through the function
pixel_distribution.
Noise multiplication. We then need to do an affine transformation
on stack to reach the correct signal and background value. Defining .× as the element-wise matrix multiplication, we can write :
stack = a(stack + b) . × px_noise ,
S − BSn∗
1
with
b= ∗
,
a=
.
Sn − 1
B+b

(1)

4. Applications
ConfocalGN can be used for a variety of applications. In particular, it can be used to quantitatively validate an image analysis
pipeline, for example to verify that the geometry of an object
extracted from a microscopy image does match the geometry of the
actual object (the digital phantom in the case of a synthetic image).
For this a set of ground truths needs to be generated, which can be
done manually or using a simulation software. A variety of software
is available to simulate image cytometry [11], and specialized software exists to simulate specific cellular objects, such as the opensource software Cytosim for the cytoskeleton [25]. From such simulations, a (microscope-independent) ground truth image (‘‘digital
phantom’’) can be generated, which ConfocalGN can automatically
post-process to match a particular imaging setup.
In a previous work, we used Cytosim to simulate the ring of
microtubules found in some blood cells [24]. Cytosim exported
coordinates into text files, which ConfocalGN directly read to generate synthetic images. Based on those, we were able calibrate the
image analysis program used to extract the contour length of the
ring from live imaging, see Fig. 2. We illustrate the necessary steps
in the following example.

(2)

This approach allowed us to generate a background distribution
highly similar to that measured on the sample, see Fig. 2.
1

get_img_params (image , options )

This routine determines sig and noise from image. It uses provide_image_mask to separate between signal and background
voxels in image. The moments of the voxels values are then calculated to obtain sig and noise.

5. Illustrative example
ConfocalGN is distributed with a test set. After running

cgn_startup to add the required functions to MATLAB’s path,
cgn_example will execute:
1
2
3

1

provide_image_mask (image , options )

This wrapper function calls the image segmentation code used
by ConfocalGN. By default, it calls segment_image, a simple, generic image segmentation tool that uses Otsu thresholding [22] after Gaussian blurring. However, the user can edit provide_image_mask to use another procedure that provides the
segmentation mask.
1

convolve_with_psf (image ,psf)

This wrapper function returns the convolution of image with the
PSF. By default, this function calls cgn_convolve, itself calling
fftconvn if psf is an image, or convolve_with_gaussian_psf
if psf is a 3 × 1 vector. However, the user can edit convolve_with_psf to use another convolution function.
1

make_ground_truth (source , options )

This function generates a ground truth image in TIFF format from
the coordinates of the fluorophores source, either a MATLAB
matrix or the path to a coordinate file. This file will be read by
load_points to load the coordinates. The ground truth image
integrates the activity of all fluorophores, which can have a constant or stochastic emission (e.g. Poisson), as defined in the options

gtm_options
1

4
5
6

truth . source =’ground_truth .txt ’;
conf.pix =[150 150 600];
conf.psf=’gauss_psf .tiff ’;
sample .img=’sample_image .tiff ’;
[res ,truth , sample ]= confocal_generator
(truth ,conf , sample );

In this example, the ground truth is specified as a list of fluorophore
coordinates ground_truth.txt, from which a ground truth image will be generated using make_ground_truth. In the second
step, the microscope properties (PSF and size of a voxel, in physical
units) are specified directly, with conf.psf being the path to
the PSF image. sample_image.tiff contains a real microscopy
image, from which noise characteristics are to be extracted. This
image, as well as the PSF file, and the ground truth coordinates, are
included in the distribution. Finally, confocal_generator will
return :

convolve_with_gaussian_psf (image ,psf)

This wrapper function uses the fast Gaussian convolution implementation gauss3filter [23], which can be further accelerated
using MATLAB’s parallel computing toolbox.
1

245

load_points (source , options )

This wrapper function calls import_from_text to import coordinates from a file, supporting various file formats, including .txt
and .obj. load_points can be edited to call a function specific
to a given file format.

• res : the confocal simulation result. res.stack : simulated
confocal dataset. res.sig : mean value of simulated signal
voxels. res.noise : distribution of simulated background
voxels values. res.img : image obtained by segmenting
res.stack. res.offset : 3 × 1 vector describing the
translation (in the ground truth image pixel size) between
the simulated image and ground truth.
• truth : ground truth properties. truth.points : fluorophore coordinates of the ground truth. truth.img :
ground truth image. truth.pix : size of ground truth image
pixels, in physical units.
• sample : properties of the sample image. sample.sig :
mean value of sample signal voxels. sample.noise : distribution of sample background voxels values.

cgn_example also calls plot_simul_results to plot the simulated stacks over the ground truth image.
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Fig. 2. A : Model of microtubules in a platelet simulated in Cytosim [24]. B : synthetic confocal stack corresponding to A, where microtubule coordinates where directly
imported from Cytosim into ConfocalGN. Images show xy-planes at different z-positions within the stack. C : Black : coordinates of the fluorophores distributed on the
microtubules from A. The signal voxels are shown in blue (low intensity) to yellow (high intensity). D : histogram of voxel values for the confocal microscopy image (dots)
and for a simulated microscopy image (lines). The voxels have been categorized following the Otsu method, after Gaussian blurring, as background (red, 30 000 voxels for
the sample image and 10 000 voxels for the simulated image) or signal (blue, 1000 voxels for the sample and 400 voxels for the simulated image). (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

6. Impact
Automated segmentation and analysis of microscopy images
is paramount to modern quantitative biology, but the validation
of image analysis pipeline remains an arduous task because the
ground truth often cannot be known with certainty. This has
encouraged the development of microscopy simulation software.
However, current software are often highly specific (see [11] for a
review), complex to use and difficult to adapt to the various needs
of different users. ConfocalGN offers a simple alternative, while
maintaining the level of realism that is required to quantitatively
test image analysis pipelines.
Within our laboratory, ConfocalGN was used to verify the conclusions obtained from confocal experiments, in particular how the
measured features of microscopic objects such as size and shape
are altered by the limited resolution of the microscope (Fig. 2A).
We share ConfocalGN in the hope that it will allow people in other
laboratories to estimate the possible bias of their analysis pipeline,
and eventually reach a higher confidence in their quantitative results. ConfocalGN can also be used for another purpose, to generate
training sets for machine-learning based image analysis. It is a
complete solution that can be used as distributed, and it is easily
modified or integrated in a more elaborate computing pipeline.
7. Conclusions
ConfocalGN does not aim at being a bottom-up microscope
simulator, but rather uses an effective description of the background and sensor noise, and a point spread function obtained
from third party. Its input is consequently limited to (1) a ground
truth image, (2) microscope characteristics (PSF and voxel size),
and (3a) a sample image or (3b) the moments of the noise and
signal distributions. Starting from measured PSF and noise characteristics it will produce simulated confocal image stacks with
realistic characteristics. This simplicity allows it to be readily used
without extensive training. ConfocalGN helped us to anticipate the
quality of analysis as a function of the level of noise, and we found
it irreplaceable to validate our image analysis procedures.
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